In the process of data mining to extract knowledge from large data set needs great potential to extract the hidden nuggets. To cluster the numerical data there are enormous clustering technique. Data mining for categorical data(qualitative and quantitative) the most frequently used algorithms are k-means, k-mediods and fuzzy rule all these methods needs a threshold value to overcome this problem. This paper propose an algorithm to optimize the number of clusters and it also uses novel way to construct the data mart using the concept of multiprocessing Pri-tri algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
In today"s world the data kept in computer files and databases are growing at a phenomenal rate. Though there are more sophisticated tools, still people find it very difficult to fulfill their needs. Today"s world many use new tools that are incorporated with different new algorithms to analyze and predict the future information more accurately and quickly. To extract protein pattern from the protein data bank(PDB), which is a huge growing database. In the medical field they need many a tools and new algorithms that would predict the functionality of the protein [2] . This paper tries to solve the pattern matching in a huge growing database [3] . In Data mining for categorical data the most frequently used algorithms are k-means, kmediods and fuzzy rule [12] .This paper deals with data warehousing and data mining so as to fulfill the companies need with the best algorithm to construct the data mart that is subset of the data warehouse. It proposes Pri-Tri algorithm which uses the concept of multithreading to construct the data mart house of the integrated data which is cost effective and time saving. However the data warehouse contains traditional and operational data that is being converted into information data. This paper proposes one new way to construct the data mart [8] .
METHODOLOGY
This paper proposes one new way of constructing the data mart. The fig.1 depicts the traditional way of constructing data warehouse. The fig.2 represents the new methodology that is being adopted for constructing the data mart. It uses the concept of priority based algorithm and the concept of multi-processing in Pri-Tri algorithm. The algorithm implemented for analyzing snake venom, comparing its categorical features of the snake. The snake venom is identified through its protein sequence from the Protein Data Bank. Priority Table. 1 shows the process Multiprocessing concept related to Dataset(DS) Versus Time Series(T). The Generalized priority [8] an iterative algorithm based on nonlinear dynamical systems. This represent each attribute value as a weighted vertex in a graph. Starting with the set of weights on all vertices, the system is iterated until a fixed point is reached. Robust Hierarchical clustering with Links (ROCK) [6] an adaptation of an agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm, which heuristically optimizes a criterion function defined in terms of the number of links between tuples. Informally the number of links between two tuples is the number of common neighbours they have in the dataset Clustering CaTegorical data Using Summaries(CACTUS) [7] attempts to split the database vertically and tries to cluster the set of projections of these tuples to only a pair of attributes. In this paper a novel algorithm is proposed to cluster the categorical data, for constructing the data mart from the historical data through which Information can be gathered using the concept of Multi Threading.
Pri-Tri algorithm
The proposed data mining algorithm is as follows.
Step1: From the historical data set d i , where i=1,2,3..n extract the item set based on the sequential criteria Step2: Count the number of item set that is C i , where i=1, 2 ,3..n that is being fetched from the datasets for time series t i ,where i=1 ,2 ,3..n Step3: Use the concept of multi-threading for processing of all the d i , data sets.
Step4:
Create priority p i , where i=1,2 ,3,..n concept multithreading for time series t i which is dynamically changing for the period of time.
Step5: Copy the highest priority item set count(c) dataset is taken for construction of the data mart.
Step6: This dataset is stored in a data mart that contains the informational data.
Step7:This data mart checked for cost effectiveness and speed of retrieving records. Step8: End.
Clustering in data mining:
The objectives of clusters are to uncover natural groupings, to initiate hypothesis about the data, find the consistent and valid organization of the data Clustering in a form of unsupervised then partitions the from observations are grouped into classes or clusters. The two broad categories and contain viz. hierarchical and partional. Partition clustering technique partition the data base into predefined number of clusters based on some criterion. Hierarchical clustering technique further divided in to agglometric and divisive. Basically principle of clustering things on concept of distance metric or similarity metric since the data are in real number for statistical tools and pattern recognition, a large class of metrical exists one can define one"s own metric according to specific requirements. Clustering can be done for numerical and categorical data, numerical data the geometric properties like distance functions are used as criterion, for categorical data are connected to traditional data bases. The concept of similarity alone is not sufficient for clustering data along criterion based for the clustering of categorical data, attributes whose domain is totally ordered are called numeric, whereas attributes whose domain is not ordered are called categorical.
METHODOLOGY 4.1Pattern Match Calculations
The proposed similarity pattern value between the objects P i and P j is defined as follows:
Step 1: Find
Step 2:
Step 3: To find the Threshold Value select the objects belonging to the same group, maximum value in each row is selected as a threshold value respectively.
Step 4: let there be "k" Number of clusters .The unique categories from the domain of attributes are summed up as categorical count. m Pat(P i , P j ) = ∑δ(X k ,Y k ) where X k € P i and Y k € P k=1
Step 5:End.
Proposed Algorithm
Assume the database with "n" records and "m" attributes. Construct a similarity matrix between objects using eqn. 1. Neighbours of object 1 are the objects with the similarity value equal to the threshold value of i th object. Input: Data set Output: Clustered object step1. Construct a similarity matrix using the definition of similarity measurement Pat(Pi, Pj) where 1≤i ≤n , 1 ≤j ≤ n step 2. Find maximum of each row of the similarity matrix, max., where 1 I ≤ 1≤ n step 3. Find neighbours of object i. near (I,1)= {x / x € pat(P i , P j ) and x= max i } step 4.Group the objects in to clusters. Initially the first object is considered. Objects are selected from the list of objects until the list becomes empty. Select a neighbors of object "I" from nearmatrix, and the threshold value of the neighbour object 1 is compared with the threshold value of object "i" if the threshold value of 1 is less than or equal to the threshold value of object "i"is placed in the cluster . This process is repeated for all the neighbours of object "i" .The objects which are placed in the cluster are removed from the objects list.
Cluster i ={ x / max x , ≤ max i and x € near(i) } Step 5. Merge the clusters until the number of clusters are reduced to or less than or if the successive iteration results in the same number of clusters. The objects in the clusters are relocated to the cluster where the majority of its neighbors are clustered.
Similarity Check
Find the similarity matrix between object i and object j, Pat (P i , P j ) for all i and j.
step2. max i = max.of Pat(P i ,P j ) for all j.
step3. Find neighbors of object i. near(i,j) = {x / x Pat(P i ,P j ) and x = max i } step4. Group the objects in to clusters. Cluster k = {x / max x <= max i and x €neigh(i)} step5. Merge the clusters until the number of clusters is reduced to "λ" or less than "λ" or less than k or if the successive iteration results in same number of clusters. The objects in the clusters are relocated to the cluster where the majority of its neighbors are clustered. step6. Extract patterns step7.end
The proposed algorithm is implemented using MatLab 6.1 and tested with the sample venom of snake data set available in Protein Data Bank(PDB) [10] using pubmed tool data repositories has been created. For comparison , this paper uses three protein extracting tool Swiss-prot, Blast and Fasta,
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS:
The snake venom dataset with 250 records samples and nine attributes resulted in 124 clusters first phase after iteration the number of cluster sample dataset reduced to 15 clusters in which 10 (Table. 2) are venomous snakes and 5 are non-venomous snakes (Table. 3) Snake venom is taken for experiment which contains high protein and the snake can be identified by its physical structures (Fig.3) and classified into venomous and nonvenomous snake. Snake venom can be broadly categorized into many types. They are as follows Hemotoxic, Neurotoxic , cytooxic,Myotoxic Venoms.
Features of venomous snakes can be categorically classified
The features of venomous and non-venomous snake can be observed by its body shape, head and neck shape, color, pattern, scale texture, eye pupil shape ,tail scales and anal plate division. This paper implements multi-threading [8] concepts in java environment, in net bean IDE and that will depict the process of the proposed algorithms
Fig 3: Features of venomous snakes
The Features are extracted from the venomous snakes with the protein sequence extracted ( Table. 4) so that a snake bitten person can get information related to the protein venom of the snake and its type in the absence of the medical expert at a critical condition, when the person is several miles away from the hospital, the protein analyses is made on the Snake venom related protein sequence which can also be used in pharmacology for preparing drugs. Swiss-prot  Blast  Fasta This paper incorporates tool to parallel Check for pattern matching using Pri-tri algorithm to tailor to the needs of this problem. To implement the concept, this paper it uses java language with net bean IDE and multi threading concept can be achieved for parallelism .In Unix the demons can be applied for multi processing to achieve the same objective. After applying statistical tool which displays the proteins search time and score in Bar chart fig.( 4,5) got from the data mining tools. Fasta is the fastest tool in extracting data, but contains less other informations, Blast tool speed much better than swiss_prot but lesser than Fasta. 
CONCLUSION
In some instances the data mart simply comprise with Relation OLAP, which is highly demoralized so the other option in to use data mining tool, so that the data mart can be incorporated with the data mining tools for best result [3] . This is more cost effective and time saving .In this paper deals with one such data mining tool. In many existing methods the data mart has to be constructed according to the customer needs with the help of the OLAP tool. Here this paper has to proposed a algorithm for building the data mart using a Pri-Tri algorithm for retrieving protein sequence from the PDB(Protein Data Bank). Similarly regarding to the clustering the number of cluster "K" to construct is a input parameter the algorithm like ROCK user has to specify both K and threshold value but in the proposed algorithm the similarity measurement is used to cluster the categorical data and the objects are clustered without getting any input as "K" or the threshold value. From the clusters, patterns can be extracted. These extracted patterns can be used to for the decision-rules. To be more effective workspace that can be partitioned, such that it contains only relevant attributes for the pattern needed.
